Guide to the Bicycle Friendly Community Feedback Report
The Feedback Report
The Bicycle Friendly Community Feedback Report is intended to give guidance on how your community can improve within the Bicycle Friendly Community
program. This guide should answer questions about the Feedback Report and provide explanations of how to use the Feedback Report. If you have questions that
are not answered by this guide then please contact ken@bikeleague.org.

How the Feedback Report was Generated
Feedback was generated by an automated process where the answers in your Bicycle Friendly Community application triggered feedback paragraphs. There
were 210 data points that could potentially trigger feedback paragraphs out of over 500 possible data points that could in the Bicycle Friendly Community
application. Most feedback was based upon answers in the Bicycle Friendly Community application that resulted in yes/no or checkbox data. There were a limited
number of feedback paragraphs based upon open-ended and/or comparative data. In those cases a clear criteria was chosen to generate feedback based on that
comparative data, based upon the data for all communities. (e.g. feedback to the on-street and off-street bicycle facility categories was based upon responses to
open-ended questions, but feedback was only triggered in certain cases, such as a community having no protected bike lanes for either roads between 25 and 35
mph or roads over 35 mph.) There were also several feedback paragraphs that were calibrated based on community populations, with the same answer for
different sized communities triggering different feedback based upon community size. (e.g. bike share system feedback was different based upon community
population.)

How to Use Feedback
You should use this feedback as guidance. Hopefully it spurs discussion, helps you think about ways to improve conditions for people who bike that you have not
considered in the past, and leads you to new resources that will help your community be a great place to bike.
If your community has a goal to be designated as a Bicycle Friendly Community or if you are looking to improve your award level there are two data points
provided for each sub-category that you should pay particular attention to:
1) Your community’s score as a percentage of the highest community score in each sub-category. This should be helpful for assessing your community’s
strengths and weaknesses.
2) The percentage of the overall category score that is comprised by each sub-category. This should be helpful for targeting your actions so that you are
putting effort into the areas of the application that are most likely to lead to an improvement in your Bicycle Friendly Community application score. Our

award process looks at these automatically generated scores, personal review by an internal panel of judges, and feedback from local reviewers. We do
not have hard point cutoffs for award levels or other designations, but the application score is the primary way that we differentiate between communities.

Feedback from Local Reviewers
This year we tried to do local review differently than we have in the past. In the past there were two groups that received local review surveys:
1) People who signed up as local reviewers using a google form available on our website, and
2) People who were part of advocacy organizations that were members of the League.
This year we expanded our outreach to two additional groups:
1) The public through a survey link that communities could choose to distribute, and
2) Individual members of the League who live in an applying community according to their current contact information.
The final page of each Feedback Report includes feedback from these local reviewers, including feedback from open-ended prompts about ways to improve your
community. The responses from all survey respondents are also displayed in a separate Public Survey Results document.

Public Survey Results
All of the surveys that were distributed to the public, local reviewers and League members included the 10 questions included in the Public Survey Results
document. The design of the survey was heavily based on the 2012 NHTSA Attitudes and Behavior Survey to ensure that there was a nationally comparable
baseline of data for most questions. You can find all 10 questions as they were presented in the public survey at this link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4qePqCkzyhaMDB3Qi16YWhvT2c/view?usp=sharing.

Limitations of Feedback
Feedback was only associated with 210 possible data points. Those data points were generally associated with higher points in our application scoring process,
but were also chosen because of the clarity of the data provided and the likelihood that feedback would be applicable to most communities. Since feedback was
automated, it is possible that feedback is not responsive to data provided in the open-ended portions of your Bicycle Friendly Community application or may not
reflect existing or soon to be adopted bicycle planning and projects. The feedback is our best guess at how to give additional guidance to your community and you
should treat it as guidance rather than a replacement for your own local bicycle planning.
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Annotated Feeddback Report Examples
E
TThe annotations beelow are intended too help you understaand the setup of thee Feedback Reportt and
pprovide context-sennsitive explanationss of the data presennted in the Feedback Report.

Each category has
an intrroductory
paragraph. The
introductory
paragraph is a
statem
ment of values
for thee BFC program
and noot specific to
your ccommunity.

Each sub-category
includes the % of your
comm
munity’s score
compaared to the highest
comm
munity score in the
sub-caategory. We chose
this reelative metric
becauuse there are subcategoories where even
the higghest scoring
comm
munity is not near
100% and this relative
metricc provides a better
point oof comparison.

Each sub-categoory says the % of avvailable points
in the category thhat are allocated too that subcategory. This teells you the relative importance of
each sub-category and may help yoou prioritize
areas of improveement.

Each feeedback
paragrapph is generated
based uppon your
communnity’s answers
in the BFFC application.
If you woould like to
know thee specific
answer tthat led to a
feedbackk paragraph
please contact
ken@bikkeleague.org

Thhere may be subcaategories where
yoour answers did not
triigger any feedbackk.
W
When that was due
too your community
dooing exceptionally
weell in a subcaategory then you
will receive a
coongratulatory
paaragraph.

We did nnot create
feedbackk for each
data poinnt in the
BFC appplication. So
there maay be times
where feeedback
was not triggered,
but theree is still
significannt room for
improvem
ment. For
most subbcategoriees it is best
to review
w your
answerss if feedback
was not triggered,
but your score is
not nearr the highest
score in that subcategoryy.

These suggesteed improvements coome
from surveys disstributed to membeer
organizations off the League of
American Bicyclists. These open-eended
suggestions aree in response to thee
question “What should the community
do to become m
more bicycle-friendlyy?”

The nuumber of
responndents, to all
surveys, appears here.

This shhows the most
commoon top ranked
responnses to
questioon 8 for your
commuunity.

mmon top ranked responses to questioon 8 for
This shhows the most com
all com
mmunities. It is provvided for comparativve purposes to helpp you
undersstand whether the toop suggestions for your community arre
normall or perhaps reflect more specific issues in your communnity.

These opeen-ended
suggestionns are in response
to the prom
mpt: “Please share
your top 1-3 specific
hazards or barriers to
cycling thaat you are aware off
that shouldd be addressed
immediateely, e.g. an unsafe
road/interssection…”

These opeen-ended
suggestionns are in response
to the prom
mpt: “Please share
up to 3 current community
efforts that should be
reinforced.”

Each page of your surveey
resultss includes the survey
questiion and the questioon
from the 2012 NHTSA
Attituddes and Behavior
Surveey that the question
was bbased on.

The keey shows your
comm
munity and how
many responses to eachh
questiion there were for
your ccommunity.

The key shows the
color coddes for:
 Yourr community
 All B
BFC Survey
Resppondents
 The 2012 NHTSA
Attituudes and
Behaavior Survey

Each graphh shows the
results for yyour
community.. If you’d
like to receiive the raw
data from yyour survey,
then pleasee contact
ken @bikeleague.org

